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TRAINING MANUAL

FOR USE WITH

INTERNAL VISUAL WORKMANSHIP STANDARD

FOR MICROELECTRONIC DEVICES

NASA STD XX-2

1. INTRODUCTION

This training manual is intended to be used as a guide to

those who are responsible for implementing the Interral Visual

Workmanship Standard for Microelectronic Devices. The objec-

tive in writing this manual is to provide the reader informa-

tion pertaining to the physical processes that take place and

the manufacturing techniques utilized in the fabrication of

semiconductor integrated circuits. The manufacturing processes

used in integrated circuit fabrication are, many times, rela-

tively new, and it is essential that those given the responsi-

bility of implementing the NASA Internal Visual Workmanship

Standard for Microelectronic Devices be thoroughly familiar

with modern integrated circuit fabrication methods.

It is recommended that a training program be conducted

for both Government and in-plant personnel to further insure

that the provisions of the NASA STD XX-2 will be complied with.

A training course outline and schedule is given in appendix A.

The components NASA purchases must do the job they are

designed to do upon demand and without failure. In space

missions, present day systems cannot be repaired once the

mission is initiated. This means the parts must perform as

specified throughout the flight. Hence all visual inspection

of the parts must be carried out with the utmost care, to

insure that each and every component will perform satisfacto-

rily in its intended application.

As with all introductory expositions, the material

contained herein can only cover the subject in brief. For

those readers who would like more information on the subject,

reference material is provided in the bibliography. Some of

this reference material is quite basic, and the reader is

urged to make use of it wherever possible.

1.
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2. PHYSICS OF SEMICONDUCTOR TECHNOLOGY

2.1. Materials used in fabricating semiconductor devices. - In

general all materials may be placed in one of three major

categories - conductors, semiconductors, or insulators. These

categories evolved from the consideration of the material's

ability to allow an electric current to flow, which is a

function of their atomic structure. A good conductor is a

material that has a large number of free electrons. All metals,

for example, are conductors of electricity to some extent, but

some are much better conductors than others. For example,

silver is a much better conductor than aluminum. An insulator

is a material which has an extremely poor ability to conduct

electricity. Materials falling in this class are many: glass,

rubber, and certain plastics, to name but a few. While these

materials do conduct electricity in extremely small amounts,

for all practical purposes they are classed as insulators.

Between the extremes of good conductors and good insulators

are a number of materials which are neither good conductors nor

good insulators. The elements germanium and silicon fall into

this category and are called semiconductors. However, as will

be discussed later, the resistivities of both germanium and

silicon can be greatly modified by the addition of impurities.

While only germanium and silicon as semiconductors are

discussed here, there are many other semiconductors. However

these two materials are the most frequently used in semicon-

ductor device fabrication today.

2.2. The nature of a single crystal. - Most inorganic solids

reveal what is called a crystalline structure when studied

under a microscope. The atoms of a crystal are arranged in

specific patterns. One of the simpler crystal patterns is that

of iron. Each atom occupies a corner of an imaginary cubic

structure with one additional atom located in the center of

the cube. See Figure 1.

2.
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a-
Figure  1.	 Atomic Crystal Lattice Structure of Iron.

If we were to stack these cubes one upon another ^_nd side by

side, we would eventually build up a single crystal of iron.

It is possible to grow such single crystals in the laboratory

using specially designed furnaces. Most of the iron used for

industrial purposes is actually polycrystalline. In poly-

crystalline material, crystallites are formed in a rather

sporadic and haphazard fashion, but each crystallite is a

single crystal. Most semiconductor devices use single crystal

silicon or germanium.

Various methods are utilized in producing a single crystal

of silicon or germanium, but all methods depend on a tempera-

tune gradient (i.e., temperature difference) existing across

the material, and the movement of the temperature gradient

through the length of the material to be crystallized. Usually

3.
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the material to be crystallized is formed into a cylindrical

ingot, varying in size from 1 inch to 2 inches in diameter and

upwards of 7 inches long.

2.3. Impurities in semiconductor crystals.

2.3.1. p and n type impurities. - We noted earlier that

impurities (or dopants) in semiconductors modify their behav-

ior markedly. Certain materials when added to silicon are

known as n-type dopants, and silicon crystals doped with these

n-type dopants are called n-type crystals. Other impurities

are known as p-type dopants, and produce p-type crystals. An

n-type dopant is called a donor ii;rurity, an example of which

is arsenic. A p-type dopant is known as an acceptor impurity,

an example of which is boron. These nomenclatures are derived

from the fact that a donor impurity has the effect of giving

extra Negative charges to the crystalline material (electrons)

and thus increases electron conduction. An acceptor impurity

has the effect of giving extra Positive charges to the crystal-

line material, which increases conduction by introducing

-c,obile, positively charged sites, called "holes".

The crystal in the pure form is said to be "intrinsic".

Adding either donor or acceptor impurities to the crystal

lowers the crystal's resistance to electrical current markedly.

Use of this effect is made in fabricating resistors in semi-

conductor networks, which are discussed later in more detail.

If an n-type dopant is added to a p-type crystal, compen-

sation of one for the other takes place, i.e., t:he resultant

effective impurity concentration is the difference of the two

concentrations. Therefore if sufficient p-type dopants are

diffused into an n-type crystal it will necome p-type.

2.3.2. Introducing impurities into the crystalline lattice.

There are several methods of introducing impurities into the

crystalline lattice to produce crystals having p and n charac-

teristics. One method is called alloying, and was the first

method utilized in the mass production of semiconductor

4.
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devices. In this method the impurity (the donor or acceptor

material) is placed on a small wafer of single crystal material,

and both are heated until the melting temperature of the

silicon-impurity combination is reached. At this temperature

alloying takes place. Some of the impurity material mixes

wi£h• some of the crystalline material, the amount depending

on the total volume of the impurity, and on the temperature

used. On cooling the silicon, most of the impurity material

is thrown out of the silicon back into the original dopant but

enough remains to effectively "dope" the single crystal silicon.

A second method of introducing impurities into the crys-

talline lattice is by means of diffusion. If, for example, a

silicon wafer is placed in a high temperature furnace whose

ambient (i.e., surrounding gases) contains one of the doping

elements in gaseous form (e.g., arsenic) this impurity will

enter or diffuse into the crystal. The penetration depth of

the diffusant into the crystal is a function of time and

temperature, and can thus be controlled. The diffusant (n-type

arsenic in this case) concentration decreases the deeper it

penetrates into the crystal. A concentration level exists

where the n-type concentration is equal to that of the original

concentration (p-tape in this case) of the crystal. This point

separates the n material from the p material. This transition

point between the n and p material is called a p-n junction.

If an n-type crystal had been used we would have an area of

greater n-type concentration instead of a p-n junction.

Here we see that two methods have accomplished the same

result, namely, that a junction between p and n-type material

has been formed in a single crystal of silicon. While there

are certain advantages in the use of these and other methods,

the diffusion method is preferred in the fabrication of modern

semiconductor devices.

Still another (and most recent) method of p-n junction

fabrication is by means of epitaxial growth. In thls method a

3	 5.
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layer of single crystal silicon (doped either n or p) is grown

directly on a silicon crystal sulstrate (which can also be

doped either n or p). The silicon epitaxial material is

initially in a gaseous phase; the parent silicon wafer and the

epitaxial material are made to react in an oven at about 12000C.

The free silicon atoms existing in the gaseous phase deposit

themselves on the solid silicon substrate, finding correct

positions in the silicon latti ^e structure so as to maintaiji

the same crystalline orientation as the silicon substrate. To

form a p-n junction a p type silicon gas (silicon and boron) is

deposited on an n-type silicon substrate. As simple as this

process appears to be, it has only been successfully used since

1960.

2.3.3. The non-linear electrical character i stics of a P-n

junction. - A p-n junction, similar to that which has been

described above, has very non-linear voltage current charac-

teristic curves. An example of such a curve is given in

Figure 2.

Figure 2.

The current-voltage characteristics of an ideal junction.
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Note that in one direction, commonly called the forward direc

tio:l, the junction resistance is very low, characterized by

high .-urrer_.s being available at very low voltages. The

reverse characteristic is obtained when the voltage across the

p-n junction is reversed. The reverse behavior is character-

ized by a very low current (in the order of microamps) being

obtained at very high voltages. Thus the reverse direction of

the p-n junction is characterized by a high resistance. Such

a p-n junction has been called a diode and provides rectifica-

tion when alternating currents are placed across the diode.

2.3.4. Transistor fabrication. - A transistor consists of two

p-n junctions back to back, formed within a semiconductor (see

Figure 3). The transistor consists of an n--type crystal having

a p-type and an n-type region diffused into the original n-type

crystal. Referring again to figure 3, it is seen that three

regions are defined: the emitter regimen, the base region and

the collector region. The emitter junction is on the top and

the collector junction is on the bottom. In operation, excess

carriers are injected into the base region through the emitter

to base junction and are collected at the collector junction.

In normal operation the emitter to base junction has voltage

applied in the direction of easy current flow (forward bias)

and the collector to base junction has voltage applied in the

oppc,site sense (reverse bic s) . Small variations in base
current produce relatively large variations in collector

current. Thus the base current may serve as a modulator for

the emitter to collector current.

3. MANUFA^_EURING TECHNIQUES

3.1. The diffused planar transistor. - In order to fabricate a

diffused transistor, it is necessary to restrict the areas of

gaseous diffusion into the crystal. Thus regions where impu-

rities can diffuse into the crystal must be restricted by

covering most of the surface with a layer of material which is

imperv^,as to the diffusant. Silicon dioxide (Si0 2 ) is a

7.
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convenient layer which can act as a diffusion mask, and has the

added advantage that it can be grown directly on the silicon

surface by oxidation of the silicon. This oxide is sufficiently

impervious to impurities so that diffusion will proceed only

where one cuts windows through the oxide. Fortunately the

cutting out of the windows can be accomplished by using

photographic emulsions and etching techniques, so that extremely

small areas can be opened in the oxide. The primary size

limitation is that of the resolution of the lenses used in the

photolithographic process. By successive oxidation, window

cutting, diffusion, oxidation, window cutting and diffusion one

obtains the transistor as shown in cross-section in Figure 3.

sio..

n — type Si	 Oxidized n— type
silicon crystal

p	 Window cut out and boron
diffused through window

n

n Reoxidized, smaller window
cut out, and phosphorous
diffused through smaller
window

Figure 3.

Formation of a planar transistor.
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The step by step process for fabrication of a silicon planar

transistor is shown in Figure 4. It is instructive to go

through the sequence of steps involved in the fabrication of a

silicon planar transistor in detail, since this element is

basic to the integrated circuit.

Referring again to Figure 4, in step 1 an ingot of single

crystal silicon is grown and subsequently sawed into wafers as

shown in step 2. After mechanical and chemical polishing,

silicon dioxide is grown thermally on the surface of the

crystal, as shown in step 3. (To obtain the SiO 2 cover,

silicon is made to react with oxygen at a temperature of 1,000-

1,200
0C.) Thr: process of cutting holes in the desired parts of

the oxide layer is accomplished by utilizing a layer of resist

such as Kodak photoresist (KPR) or metal etch resist. Both of

these are utilized in device fabrication. The photoresist is

spread on the surface of the slice either by spraying or by

applying the photoresist in small droplets. The slice is then

spun at a very high velocity in order to leave a uniform thin

layer. This thin layer is hardened by heating. A mask with a

prescribed photographic pattern is placed in contact with the

slice and exposea to ultraviolet light. The photoresist (which

is actually a photograpbi.c emulsion) is then developed. In the

developing process that material exposed to light undergoes a

physical change. Regions which were not exposed to the light

are removed; those regions which are exposed to light remain.

(In some other photoresists, the resist that is exposed to the

light is removed in the development process.)

The silicon slice i- then subjected to a fluoride etch

which attacks the silicon dioxide but not the photoresist. In

this manner it is possible to cut holes in the oxide correspon-

ding to the photographic pattern which had been previously

selected in the mask. After this is accomplished all the

remaining photoresist is removed from the slice leaving a

window in the silicon dioxide covering as shown in step 4.

9.
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Usually the oxide layer has a thickness in the order of 10,00A

(angstroms) or 1 micron. However for some integrated circuits

it could be considerably thicker t?^an this, possibly as high as

19,000 5^.

Into the n-type crystal is then diffused p-type material.

This is shown in step 5. Note that the region of intersection

of the p-n junction and the surface of the die is covered by

silicon dioxide. In other words in the diffusion process

diffusion took place underneath the base window perimeter, as

well as into the crystal itself. This fact is very important,

for it results in the p-n junction being covered by silicon

dioxide on the surface of the die, with the L,3nPficial result

that reverse currents for such a p-n junction are extremely low,

and in general transistors fabricated by this process are

exceptionally stable.

A second smaller window is cut in through the silicon

dioxide by methods described previously. This is shown in step

6, and will serve as a window for the emitter diffusion. Note

that since it is required to regrow the silicon dioxide after

each step, the initial uncut areas also increase in thickness,

giving a stepped appearance pattern to the silicon dioxide

covering. N-type material is now diffused into the crystal via

the emitter window thus forming an NPN transistor structure.

Windows are then cut into the base and emitter regions for the

purpose of making electrical contacts tc these areas. The

metal used for this purpose is usually aluminum, although other

metals such as molybdenum are also in use. The entire die is

covered with metal by evaporation, and then again utilizing

photoresist methods, unwanted portions of the aluminum are

etched away. Finally a good contact of the metal to the silicon

is produced by heating the die in order for metal-silicon

alloying to take place.

Although we have been discussing a single transistor, it

should be noted that many transistors are made simultaneously

11.
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on one slice. Step 10 shows an enlarged area of such a slice.

Each transistor is separated from the wafer by a process called

scribing and dicing. Essentially the process is very much like

cutting a pane of glass: a scribe line is made along a parallel

to the crystal lattice and the die is broken on the scribe lane.

The result is an individual transistor as shown in step 11.

Note that in the planar process the two metallized areas are

contact areas to the base and emitter regions. The bottom of

the die serves as the collector. Since such a die is extremely

small (on the order of .040" x .040") it must be attached to a

larger surface area (called a Header) if it is to be uC-ilized

as an electronic component.

In step 12, the die is attached to the header by a

soldering process in which the header, previously Sold plated,

is heated to an elevated temperature. When this temperature is

reached, the gold alloys with the silicon and when the header

is cooled, the die becomes firmly attached to the gold plated

header. (Several processes are used to attach the die to the

package bed, of which the gold-silicon soldering process

described is but one method. In some cases a glass frit is

used as the attaching agent). Wires are next bonded from the

metallized areas to insulated posts, which pass through a glass-

to-metal seal on the header. The external collector lead is

butt welded to the package and thus makes electrical contact

to the collector region of the die. Subsequent washing and

baking procedures prepare the transistor for the final seai.

In step 16, the transistor package is hermetically sealed by

welding a can on the header.

3.2. The physical appearance of a planate transistor. - While

electrically the planar transistor is characterized by extremely

low leakage currents and overall electrical stability, there

are also important visual differences between the planar and

non-planar transistor when the transistor is viewed with a

microscope having vertical illumination. A color photograph of

12.
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a planar transistor is shown in Figure 5. In particular various

colors following a well defined pattern are noticeable. These

colors, and the areas they define, give us a clue as to how the

transistor was fabricated. Figure 6 shows a color schematic of

a cross-section of a planar transistor similar to that depicted

in Figure 5.

Figure 5 - Planar transistor.

)N D IOX 101	 t M 1T7 1 k I 1 Al)

►IA'+1 l 1 Al)
OX IOC I AYL k 1'NOTk CT ING

Figure 6 - Illustration of cross section
of Planar transistor.
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The various colors seen in Figure 5 are produced by a

light interference phenomenon as a result of the different

thicknesses of oxide layers. In general the thinner the oxide

layers the brighter the colors. Within any one thickness

range the color and corresponding oxide thickness is given as

follows:*

COLOR	 THICKNESS ( IN MICRONS)

Gray	 0.01

Tan 0.03

Brown 0.05

Blue 0.08

Violet 0.10 0.28 0.46 0.65

Blue 0.15 0.30 0.49 0.68

Green 0.18 0.33 0.52 0.72

Yellow 0.21 0.37 0.56 0.75

Orange 0.22 0.40 0.60

Red	 0.25	 0.44	 0.62

The different color areas, then, define regions where the

oxide was etched out to allow for subsequent diffusions. Note

however that since the diffusion extends under the window

perimeter the distinct color lines do not define the actual

junction locations, but slightly overlap these areas. The

overlap is usually very small, and in all practical consider-

ations, they can be said to outline the junction areas.

(However to compensate for difficulty in precisely locating a

junction, the accompanying specification has defined the

junction as the area between the oxide step and a distance

1/4 mil. away from the last diffusion.) For a correct

interpretation of the microelectronic visual standard it is

very important that the reader thoroughly understands the

relationship between oxide thicknesses and junction areas.

*More complete color relationships can be found in ASD-TDR-63-

316, Volume XII.
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3.3. The monolithic integrated circuit

3.3.1. Resistor/transistor isolation in a monolithic inte rated

,ircuit. - A discussion of the construction of an integrated

circuit follows directly from the above description of the

planar process. A monolithic integrated circuit consists of

various transistors that have been diffused into a silicon die,

and interconnected by a metallic overlay. We have seen in

previous sections that the introduction of impurities into a

pure silicon wafer markedly effects its resistivity. Utilizing

this fact, it is also possible to introduce resistors into the

transistor network, by means of the diffusion process.

Compared to a discrete device, the only new feature of an

integrated circuit is in the fact that isolation of the various

discrete devices, whether they be resistors or transistors,

must be in some way effected. Examination of the diode

characteristics shown in Figure 2 shows how this can be

accomplished. Note that as long as the diode is biased in the

reverse direction the effective resistance of the diode is very

high. Thus if a diffused element, such as a resistor, is

surrounded by silicon material of opposite doping type, and

voltages are so arranged that the diode formed during the

diffusion process is back biased, virtually all the current

will flow in the resistor, (i.e., in the region isolated by the

p-n junction). This is illustrated schematically in Figure 7.

In the fabrication process a window is cut in the oxide which

accurately defines the required length and width of the

resistor to be diffused into the silicon. After the diffusion

has taken place silicon dioxide is regrown over the surface of

the resistor, and two windows are subsequently cut through to

allow the making of an ohmic contact to either end cf the

resistor. The metallization is usually aluminum, and is

deposited by vacuum deposition. Note that the metallization is

insulated from the silicon surface by the silicon dioxide

everywhere-except where the contact windows were cut through.

15.
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Figure 7 - Illustration of cross section
of a diffused resistor.

For the resistor in question (which is a p-type resistor

diffused into an n-type silicon) if the surrounding n-type

silicon is made to be a positive potential with respect to the

p-type silicon resistor, the resistor periphery (a p-n junction)

is reversed biased. Hence practically all the current flowing

into one contact of the resistor will flow out the other and

thus the resistor is isolated from the rest of the surrounding

silicon. Usually windows are cut through to the n-type

material and metallization deposited so that electrical contact

can be made to this area. Thus the proper voltage polarity can

be applied to achieve the resistor isolation just described.

Exactly the same scheme is used to isolate a transistor.

Isolation may also be achieved by dielectric isolation methods

which use dielectric materials such as glass as insulation, but

to date this process is used extensively by only a few manufac-

turers.

16.
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3.3.2. Fabrication of a monolithic integrated circuit. -

Figure 8 is a cross-sectional view of an integrated circuit

which consists of one transistor and one resistor.

COLLECTOR	
EMITTE^P ^n)

AL UM/NUMCONTACT	
BA^E^ PJ	 /NTERCONNECTlONS

COL L ECTOR(n) n BUK/ED C AYER

	

I

	
1 50L4 T ION

p - TYPE SUBSTRATE

	 TYPE EPITAX/AL LAYER

t	 Figure 8 - Illustration of cross section
of an integrated circuit.

Note that to fabricate such a structure use is made of the

epitaxial deposition process described earlier. In addition,

at least three separate diffusions are required. This basic

integrated circuit is fabricated in the following manner.

(Remember that while only one integrated circuit fabrication is

discussed, many circuits are processed simultaneously on one

silicon wafer.)

17.
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Step 1. A strong n-type layer (called n+) is positioned it.

such a way as to be under the collector region and is called

the n+ "buried" layer. This layer may be diffused into the

p-type substrate before growing the n-type epitaxial layer.

Another method selectively grows the n+ regions using masked

epitaxial techniques, and then continues on by growing the

n-type collectors epitaxially. The outline of this "buried"

layer is difficult to see on the surface of the completed

device because there is no variation in oxide thickness and

color. However a faint shadow may be observable at the outline.

The buried layer is used to reduce the collector series

resistance.

Step 2. An n-type epitaxial layer of 10-20 microns thick is

deposited on a p-type silicon substrate. (The vertical gray

areas labeled "isolation" are added later.)

Step 3. After suitable window cutting operations (i.e.,

photoresist application, exposing and developing the photoresist

and etching windows through the silicon dioxide) the base and

resistor elements are diffused in. These are p-type elements,

hence require a p-type diffusion.

Step 4. Silicon dioxide is regrown again to cover the base and

resistor windows, and a new window is opened for the emitter.

Also at this time an n+ diffusion is made into some point of

the collector. This is to assure that a non-rectifying ohmic

contact results when the metallized contact to this region is

attached.

Step 5. In order to create n ,-type islands in a p-type base

(and thus isolate one element from another) a p+ diffusion is

made around each element of the integrated circuit. These are

the vertical rectangular gray areas mentioned in step 2 above.

Usually the most negative part of the circuit is connected to

the substrate, and in this circuit the emitter is actually

connected to the substrate through the center p+ diffusion.

13.
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Step 6. Using techniques described earlier, the metal inter-

connecting pattern is laid down, completing the fabrication

process. Die-to-header bonding and lead attachment follows,

which, after hermetic. sealing (capping), completes the package.

3.3.3. Physical appearance of a monolithic integrated circuit.-

To clarify more thoroughly just what has been presented it would

be instructive to examine a color photograph of an actual

integrated circuit and to point out the various elements.

Figure 9 is a color photograph of a simple dual nor gate. This

circuit has been chosen because of its simplicity, yet it

adequately demonstrates all of the characteristics contained in

the previous discussion. The electrical schematic of this

integrated circuit is shown in Figure 10. It is seen that this

integrated circuit consists of six transistors paralleled in

two sets of three transistors in each set. Each set of

transistors has a common collector and a common emitter. Each

transistor, however, has a separate base input and a series

base resistor. Two collector resistors, each resistor serving

three of the transistors, completes the circuit. Every element

of this transistor-resistor network can be seen visually.

Referring again to Figure 9 we see that the active circuit area

is outlined by a violet line G approximately .0005" wide.

This is the main isolation diffusion. Other isolation diffu-

sions, surround each set of three transistors 20 . The

collector-resistor has a common point at the B+ connection O

and proceeds to the right and the left around the rectangular

area to the collector metallization. Each separate base

resistor can be seen as other violet lines located between the

outer metalli.zEtion area and the metallization area di_.^-ectly
connecting the base area e,	 The metal interconnects to the

two common collectors OS and the common emitter © can be

clearly seen. Note that the metallization lies on top of the

silicon dioxide area except where contact cuts to the silicon

surface are made, and the silicon dioxide covering directly

19.
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Figure 9 - A microphotograph of a dual nor gate
integrated circuit, bright field
illumination.
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Figure 10 - Schematic diagram of the above
dual nor gate integrated circuit.
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under the metallization provides the necessary electrical

insulation. For lead attachment purposes the metallization is

widened out at the die edge, permitting the internal leads to

be attached. (These areas are commonly referred to as bonding

pads.) Thus the metallization in this case is a link between

the heavier lead-in wire and the active circuit area.

3.3.4. Die attach and lead bonding. - The integrated circuit

die, not too much larger than the transistor die, is attached

to the package by methods discussed previously. After this has

been accomplished it is necessary to make electrical connec-

tions between the bonding pads of the circuit and the package

leads. Various bonding methods are in use today, but the most

common types are thermocompression, ultrasonic and resistance

weld.
3.2.4.1. Thermocompression bonding. - Thermocompression

bonding (also called ball bonding, stitch bonding and wedge

bonding) is effected by the use of both force and temperature

through a bonding tool that is forced against the !ire which

is to be bonded to the circuit. Although both ball and wedge

bonds are thermocompression type bonds, they utilize different

tools and will be discussed separately.

3.3.4.1.1. Wedge bonding. - The wedge bond is illustrated in

Figure 11. "'he attachment of the wire to the metallized area

is accomplished by the use of a wedged tool and employment of

both force and temperature. Initially both the header and the

mounted integrated circuit die are heated to an elevated

temperature. Next the wire to be bonded is positioned over the

desired contact area. The bonding wedge is then brought down

upon the wire with a controlled amount of force, which brings

the wire in intimate contact with the metallized area. Since

the header is kept at an elevated temperature, an intimate

union of the two metal surfaces takes place, with the end

result that the wire is permanently bonded to the metallization.

A similar bond is then made to the lead-in post, which

21.
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completes the bonding operation. Both aluminum and gold wirE!s

are used.

WEDGE

HEATED STAGE

WIRE FEED TUBE

SEMICONDUCTOR	 WIRE FEED TUBEMATERIAL
WIRE

Figure 11.
Wedge bonding technique.

3.3.4.1.2. Bail bonding._ - F3all bonding is also used for

bonding small gold wires to thin film metal contacts. Bonding

of this type is effected by threading the wire to be bonded

through a quartz or tungsten carbide thick walled capillary.

The capillary has a tapered end of on117 a few mils diameter on

the outside. This capillary is mounted in a mechanical fixture

so that it can be moved vertically. Initially a small amount

of wire is forced through the end of the capillary. The wire

is then cut by a hydrogen flame which results in the wire

having a ball formed on one end. The wire, fed from a roll, is

free to move in the capillary. Bonding is effected by lowering

the capillary annulus onto the ball and applying pressure,

while at the same time applying heat. Thus since temperature

and pressure have been applied during the bondi;zg operation,

the process has been given the name thermocompression. The

process is illustrated in Figure 12. The bond to the post or

package land is not a theimocompression ball bond, but is made

22.
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with the same tool, the end of which is used as a wedge bonder.

Figure 12.

Ball bonding technique.

This method of bonding has been very popular in the past, and

probably will continue to be popular. However usually the ball

diameter is from 3 to 5 mils, and thus the technique is

difficult to apply when used in conjunction with very small

bonding pads. Also intermetallic compounds of gold and

aluminum can form, which could lead to the bond becoming

brittle and fragile.

3.3.4.2. Ultrasonic bonding. - Ultrasonic bonding has received

much interest currently, because it affords the possibility of

bonding aluminum wires directly to aluminum metallization areas,

thus eliminating any intermetallic compounds which may form

when dissimilar metals are bonded together. The technique is

roughly similar to the wedge bond discussed earlier except that

the bonding tool is made to vibrate at an ultrasonic frequency

(usually around 20 KC) and affords a scrubbing action which

effectively breaks through the aluminum oxide (which surrounds

the wire and covers the metallization pad) thus bringing about

23.
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a clean metal-to-metal interface. The ultrasonic bond has the

advantage that it can be used to bond fine aluminum wires to

very small metallized areas. Although the bond strength of an

ultrasonic bond is typically 3 to 5 times weaker than a gold

tharmocompression bond (ultrasc is aluminum bond streng,hs are

nominally about 2.5 grams) the weight of aluminum is only 1/7

that of gold. Thus it will take 7 times the acceleration to

break an aluminum bond over the gold bond of equal strength.

Ultrasonic bonds are relatively new to the industry, as of this

writing, and you will note that in the Internal Visual

Workmanship Standard much attention has been given to the

physical appearance of the bond itself. Fortunately most of

the bonding machines are almost entirely automatic and

contribute much to the elimination of many of the variables

associated with the bonding process.

3.3.4.3. Resistance welding. - Resistance welding is employed

when the wire and the element to be bonded are accessible to

welding tweezers. It is usually used when a wire is to be

bonded to a lead-in post. The bonding wire is squeezed

against the post by the tweezer tips, so that a large current

can be passed through both the wire and the post simultaneously.

The large current melts both the wire and a section of the post

material, resulting in a welded structure.

This type of welding is less frequently used in the

fabrication of integrated circuits.

4. INTERPRETING THE INTERNAL VISUAL WORKMANSHIP STANDARD FOR

MICROELECTRONIC DEVICES - NASA STD XX-2

4.1. Introduction. - The preceding sections outlined the basic

physical principles and the modern manufacturing techniques

used in the fabrication of the silicon monolithic integrated

circuit. In this section a study of the NASA STD Ya-2 will be

made, and much of the material previously presented will be

utilized.

4.2. Instruments used in the assessment of workmanship quality.
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4.2.1. The microscope. - Microscopes are used to enlarge the

object viewed, so that clearer details in regard to the object's

appearance can be observed. The optical principles of all

light microscopes are the same, and though relatively simple,

will not be discussed here. The important differences are in

the amount of magnification obtained. The practical upper

limit to microscopic magnification is in the region of 1500X.

Macroscopic viewing usually is the term applied to magnifica-

tions of 1OX to 80X. Microscopic viewing usually makes use of

optical systems giving magnifications of 100X or more. The

microscope may be monocular (.. eyepiece for viewing) or

binocular (two eyepieces). Binocular microscopes provide

separate light paths from the viewed object to each eye, and

thus a stereoscopic (3rd dimensional) effect can result. The

viewed object is lighted either by a simple side lighting

arrangement or by light normal (perpendicular) to the specimen.

Sometimes a microscope may combine both lighting arrangements.

Macro type microscopes almost always employ side lighting.

The term "Metallurgical Microscope" is reserved for an

instrument that has a high magnification capability, and that

employs normal bright field illumination. It is used exten-

sively by metallurgists to study metal specimens. Due to its

direct applicability to semiconductor viewing problems, it .Ls

now utilized in many production stations in the semiconductor

manufacturing line.

Figure 13 is a diagram showing the elements of a Stereo-

scopic Microscope. The object to be viewed is illuminated

from the side by a lamp (which usually has light focusing

capabilities). The light passes through two separate and

optically identical paths to each eye. Both the objective

lenses and the eyepiece lenses are usually capable of being

changed. The total magnification is the product of the

individual lens magnifications. Thus an 8X. objective and a

1OX eyepiece will result in the object being magnified 80 times.

25.
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Focusing is accomplished by raising or lowering the whole lens

system until the object appears in sharp detail. This type of

microscope is most useful in viewing gross imperfections. NASA

STD XX-2 specifies that such a microscope and lighting arrange-

ment be utilized in such viewing tasks as "Die Mounting and

Orientation" (section 6.1) "Wire Bonding" (section 6.7) "Wire

Routing" (section 6.8) "Contamination" (section 6.9) and

"Package Condition" (section 6.10).

LEFT EYE	 RIGHT EYE

I	 1	 1 I	 1
EYEPIECE

i	 !	 I	 ^	 I	 I
I	 I

ERECTING

PRISM

OBJECTIVES

IOL ITH IC
ROC I?CU IT

Figure 13. Elements of a stereoscopic microscope.

Figure 14 is a diagram showing the elements of a

Metallurgical Microscope. This microscope differs from the low

power microscope previously described mainly in three areas.

First, the lighting arrangement, by means of a half silvered

mirror, illuminates the object to be viewed normally, yet

allows enough light through to the eyepiece from the object so

that the object may be seen. Secondly, the lens qual^`Z_y and

magnification capability is far superior to that of the lower

power mi.---roscope. Due to the normal lighting arrangement, it

is this type of microscope that must be used to obtain the

sharply defined colors seen on an integrated circuit, and hence

26.
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is used for viewing anomalies that exist as a result of oxide

thickness variations, or otains dnd residues left on the chip

surface. Third, the metallurgical microscope has a far smaller

depth of field than the lower power microscope. This term is

used to denote the range of in-focus objects at any one setting

of the microscope. Thus in viewing an integrated circuit with

the low power microscope, both the die surface and the die

mounting surface on the package may be in focus. Thus the depth

of field of the lens system is approximately .010". The depth

of field of the metallurgical microscope may be only a fraction

of this. Depth of field is inversely proportional to the

magnification, i.e., the higher the magnification the smaller

the depth of field.

v

Figure 14. Elements of a metallurgical microscope.
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1
The metallurgical microscope also has a much smaller lens

i
to object d.'stance, tnus making it difficult and at times

impossible to focus on an integrated circuit die located in a

package. The walls of the package surrounding the die may be

too high, or the lead-in post:, may be too long to allow the lens

to be brought into focus on the die surface, if a high magnifi-

cation is required. In this case the only alternative is to

use a lower magnification. NASA STD XX-2 specifies that this

type of lighting and degree of magnification be used in

"Scribing" (section 6.2) "Alignment" (section 6.3) "Cracks"

'	 (section 6.4) and in other sections. Figures 15 ana 16 are

additional iews of a low power and metallurgical microscope

respectively.

?mow power microscope.

WIPPOPP-

Metallurgical microscope.
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With practice, viewing objects :through a microscope
becomes a routine procedure for the inspector. Important

factors which affect the viewing capability are lighting and

the position of the specimen on the microscope stage. Even

though the NASA STD XX-2 specifies the minimum magnification

to be used in each case, many times additional information can

be gained by changing to another magnification or even to

another microscope. Thus in section 6.10 "Package Condition",

magnification of 30X is specified as a minimum. However

judging whether or not a package contains a possible leak

through a pinho)-^ may require a magnification of 150X. Each

case is unique, and requires separate consideration.

It should be noted that in order to see in full brilliance

the colors given off by an integrated circuit under a microscope

the surface of the die must be perpendicular to the light beam.

Normally, the surface of the die is parallel to the bottom

surface of the package, requiring no leveling.

Due to the normal lighting arrangements found on most

metallurgical microscopes, sometimes true color is not observed

on raised objects such as intermetallic growths. In these

cases employment of side lighting might be helpful. Some

metallurgical microscopes have an attachment that afords this

capability. Otherwise a focused lamp light source may be used.

The lamp should be brought as close to the object to be viewed

as possible. However due to the short lens-to-object distance

at high magnifications, such a technique may be impossible to

employ.

Before using any binocular microscope the operator should

adjust the eyepieces for interpupillary distance and for focus.

In the former case the adjust.nent is easily accomplished by

moving the eyepiece body tube laterally, either in or out,

until the operator sees one image. In the latter case, one of

the eyepieces is always individually adjustable. Thus proper

focus of the fixed eyepiece is first obtained, with the other

29.
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eyepiece covered, by adjustment of the microscope focusing

knob. Next the other eyepiece is focused by turning the

adjusting ring located around the eyepiece.

4.2.2. The filar eyepiece. - The capability of providing an

absolute measurement of closer than .00025" is often required.

For instance, se(-tion 6.5.6.4 of the Workmanship Standard reads

"cause two diffused areas to be within 1/4 mil (.00025 inch) of

shorting together." The filar eyepiece, also called a filar

micrometer, is used in making such lateral easurements

(Figure 17) .

Figure 17. Filar Eyepiece.

This microscope accessory is used in place of cne of the

eyepieces of the rrticrosc1) 	 (Viewing is thus monoc,ilar when

this eyepiece is used.) Looking through the eyepiece, a series

of p ine equally spaced lines is observed, in addition to a

movable cross hair. When the microscope is properly focused on

the object to be viewed the equally spaced lines and the movable

cross hair of the eyepiece will be superimposed on the image.

The cress hair is moved by rotating the wheel seen on the right

side of the eyepiece. The eyepiece must first be calibrated,

30.
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since the calibration is dependent on the objective lens used.

Calibration is accomplished by first focusing the microscope on

a scale of known dimensions (known as a "stage micrometer") and

moving the cross hair from one line on the scale to another.

The known interval is then compared with "before and after"

readings on the filar eyepiece wheel, which has evenly spaced

and numbered markings. Once calibrated, the eyepiece can be

used for direct measurement.

4.2.3. Depth measurements. - Most metallurgical microscopes

have a depth measuring capability built into the instrument.

Usually the fine vertical height adjustment knob serves this

purpose. This knob has a calibrated scale engraved on the

perimeter which permits quantitative measurements to be made.

Usually the limit of resolution_ of such indicators is about

0.4 mils. Oxide thicknesses are in the neighborhood of 10,000

(.04 mils) or less, and are outside the measurement capabil-

ities of the vertical height adjustment scale. Interferometric

methods must be used to measure thicknesses of this magnitude,

and are not usu-lly adaptable to routine depth measurements.

4.2.4. Tweezers, probes, and other aids. - Handling a packaged

integrated circuit poses no special problems for the inspector.

Most of the inspections specified in NASA STD XX-2 can be

carried o?`t with the device to be inspected lying flat in a

suitable container. When it is necessary to handle the device,

the device should be handled using the exterior package walls as

hold points, rather than the package leads. Most package leads

are in the ordeK of .004" thick and are easily damaged.

Tweezers are usually of the all-metal type, but bone tweezers

are sometimes used to reduce the possibility of scratching the

device.

4.3. Defect interpretation.

4.3.1. D ̂:^Zect occurrence. - A table showing incidence of the

cosmetic type defects noted in. the NASA STD XX-2 is given below.

this table was derived using actual case histories from failure
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analysis data cards.

The parts listed in this table all passed several

electrical screening and burn-in tests before being assembled

into equipment. However after assembly these units failed due

to defects which could have been eliminated by visual inspec-

tion. This points out the importance of visual inspection to

eliminate potential failures not detectable by x-ray, centri-

fuge, electrical and other type tests.

FAILURES I11 PRODUCTION AND FIELD, TRANSISTORS AND IC'S

DEFECT CLASS	 NO.	 %

6.7 Wire bonding	 316	 48

6.9 Contamination	 72	 11

6.4 Cracks	 55	 8

6.6 Metallization	 54	 8

6.1 Die mounting	 52	 8

6.8 Wire routing	 38	 6

6.5 Oxide defects	 35	 6
6.10 Package defects	 26	 4

6.3 Alignment	 5	 1

6.2 Scribing	 0	 0

	

653	 100

It should be noted that almost half of the failures fall

in the category of wire bonding. The section on wire bonding

in the NASA STD XX-2 (section 6.7) is the largest section of

the Standard. This one operation, the bonding of lead wires,

is the most difficult operation to yet under control "^- ,7 the

parts manufacturer.

Contamination (11%) ranks second in cause of failure,

according to this tabulation, but is quite close to the next

group of failures (8%) ; and probably in other studies inay be
slightly changed in rank. However the severity of this

reliability hazard should not be minimized, especially in

equipment used in Missile and Space applications. Loose

conducting Particles of length greater than the shortest

1
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distance between two metallization paths provide a severe

shorting hazard. There is also the possibility that small

particles may hook up in chains through electrostatic attrac-

tion to form larger conducting paths. That is why in the NASA

STD XX-2 loose particles of any size or number are cause for

rejection of the part. Determining whether or not a particle

is fixed or loose in the package is very difficult and is still

the subject of investigation. A good rule to app'- here is

"When in doubt, throw it out".

The application of a strict Internal Visual Standard in

the pre-cap stage of processing is mandatory, if parts are to

perform according to the demands requested of them by o•,r

current Space Programs. As a further aid to the government

inspector, the following section will discuss, in some detail,

the application of the NASA STD XX-2, to a group of devices

picked to give examples of some of the important reject

categories.

4.4. Examination of devices. - The following photographs,

many Ten from actual device failures, are given to illustrate

the typeL, of rejectable defects in integrated circuits that the

government inspector will observe in his inspection work. Each

defect is di3cussed as to the type of defect, the probable

cause of the defect, and the reliability hazard that the defect

presents. In some cases line drawings have been included where

they serve to provide a clearer understanding of the defect in

question.
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Defect: Die not firmly attached to package floor (para. 6.1.2).

Cause: Improper die attach operation. Specifically this could

have been due to insufficient temperature, pressure, or motion

at that operation; or it could have been due to insufficient

plating on package f'_ io.: .

Hazard: Die may change orientation causing shorts or putting

added stress on bonds. In addition lack of adequate heat

sinking of die may affect operation.
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Defect #,: Chip-out having less than 1 mil (.001 inch) between

the edge of the chip-out and the nearest diffused junction or

metallization (par,-. 6.?.3) .	 In this case, the chip-out

actually touches the metallization.

Cause_ Imperfect scribing and dicing or mishandling of die

after dicing.

Hazard: The metallization can short to the underlying semi-

conductor at the edge.

Defect #2: Severed chip of silicon still in place (para. 6.2.4),

Cause: Imperfect scribing and dicing or mishandling of die

after dicing.

Hazard: The chip can break free and cause mechanical damage

anal/or cause a short.
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Defect: Oxide flaw extending under metallization (para. 6.5.5.1).

Cause: Probably due to flaw in photoresist mask used during an

oxide etching step. This mask flaw resulted in she etching of

oxide in an undesired area.

Hazard: The defect could result in shorti;-ig of the metallization

to the underlying semiconductor at a point where little or no

oxide is present.
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Defect #1: Oxide defect under metallization (para. 6.5.5.].).

Cause: Probably due to flaw in photoresist mask used during

an oxide etching step. This mask flaw resulted in the etching

of oxide in an undesired area.

Hazard: The defect could result in shorting of the metalliza-

tion to the underlying semiconductor at a point where little or

no oxide is present.

Defect #2; Less than 75% of contact window covered (para. 6.3.2).

Cause: This defect is due to misalignment of metallization.

Hazard: Decreased contact area between metal and semiconductor

increases chances of an open ciiuit developing.

Defect #3: Metallization not intended to cover a contact window

approaches too close to that window (para. 6. 3.4) .
Cause: This defect is due to misalignment of metallization.

Hazard: The defect increases the probability of shorting.
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Defec t. Scratches (regardless of depth) cutting completely

across a path (para. 6.6.6) .

:ause: Careless handling. These could have been caused by

tweezers used in handling either an entire slice or individual

dice- or they could have been caused by two dice rubbing

together after scribing and dicing7 or any of many other causes.

He,zard: The metallization is reduced in thickness in the region

of the scratch. This leads to the possibility of an open

circuit. occurring.
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Defect: Discoloration of metallization and oxide (para. 6.6.10

and 6.9.5) .
Cause: Incomplete cleaning off of processing chemicals at some

stage.
Hazard: The presence of the discoloration indicates that

chemicals may be present and that further chemical attacY is

possible. This could result in subsequent deterioration of

oxide and/or metallization.
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Defect: Discoloration of metallization and oxide (para. 6.6.10

and 6.9.5) .
Cause-_ Incomplete cleaning off of processing chemicals at some

stage.

Hazard: T'lze presence of the discoloration indicates that

chemicals may be present and that further chemical attack is

possible. This could result in subsequ , ;nt deterioration of

oxide and/or metallization.
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Defect: Voids in metallization leaving less than 75% of the

minimum designed width at oxide step (para. 6.6.5.2).

Cause: In this	 t-1.- cause was probably that the photcresist

mask did not adhere sufficiently at the oxide step, thus

allowing the metallization etch to penetrate under the mask

and remove the metallization. The defect may also be caused or

aggravated by thin metallization at the step due to "shadowing"

effects during deposition of metallization.

Hazard: Restriction of current path width increases chances of

an open circuit. (In this particular case an open developed

during device operation when thin bridges of metal finally

"burned out".)
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Defect: Metallization smeared so that the distance between two

adjacent metal areas is reduced to less than 50% of designed

separation (para. 6.6.7). Also distance between a bond and

metal other than that to which it is bonded is less than 1/2

mil (.0005 inch) (para . 6.7.7) .

Cause: 'The smear appears to be due to a probe mark on the

unused pad.

Hazard: A short could occur between th , bond (or the pad to

which it is attache3} to the adjacent pad.
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De fect: Int-ermetallic compounds proiectinq beyond the bond

periphery when viewed from above (para. 6,7.3). In the

accompanying photograph, a darkening of the metallization may be

seen beyond the periphery of a gold ball bond. Another bond has

been deliberately removed to show more cf the intermetallic

compound formatio •, wh l_ch is normally partially hidden by the

bored.
Cause: These compounds always occur when. certailz dissimilar

metals are alloyed. The amount of the formation and the rate cf

growth depend on many fa--tors.

Hazard: the bond may become detached as a direct or indirect

result of the intermetallic compound formation. Electrical

conductivity bet.Yeen the bond and unaffected metal may be

.educed. because some phases of the i-ntermetallic compaund are
poor conductors.
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Defect: Less than 75% of compressed area of bond within honding

pad	 )ara. 6.7.5; .

Cause: . Poor bond placement by bonding operator.

Hazard: Increases chances of an open developing at the bond.
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Less than 1/2 mil (.005 inch) separation between bond
^r ? .petal to which it is not bonded (para 6.7.7) .
Cause: Poor bond placement aggravated by moderately long bond

tail.
Hazard: Situation increases possibility of a short circuit.
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Defect: Evidence of rebonds on die (para. 6.7.11).

Cause: Original bond was defective.

Hazard: Aside from indicating that bonding process may have

been out of control at time device was bonded, the possibility

exists that unused bond fragments may break free causing

presence of loose conducting particles.
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Defect: Evidt- :.ce of rebonding (para. 6.7.11) .

Cause: Initial bard pulled off, reinovinq metallization in the

process.

Hazard: Missing o; disturbed metallization due to a prior bond

attempt may result in inadequate bonding in subsequent attempts.
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Defect: Lead wires passing over other metallization (para. 6.8.2).

Cause: In this case, the cause is in the design of the device.

Haz-3rd. There is a possibility of shorting between the wire and

the metallizaticn over which it passes.
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Defect: wire crosse3 over other terminal lead (para. 6.3.2).

Cause: Poor placement of bond on terminal lead.

Hazard: Short circuit may occur.
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Defect: Bonding wirF passes over adjacent bond (para. 6.3.2).

Cause: Improper die orientation resulted in df , f.ective wire

routing.	 e^

Hazard: _ A short between wire and adjacent- bond could devt -lop.
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Defect: Horizontal angle between bond axis and the direction of

the wire exceeds i5 degrees (para. 6.8-5).

C;,use: ImpLoper angle of bond placement in relation to position

of bonding posts to which the other end of the wire is attacFied.

iiazai: d : The lateral pull at the "heel" of the bond can -ause

tearing which weakens the bond at that point
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lictect: Foreign matter on die which is larger than the

narrowest metallization separation (para. 6.9.2).

Cause: Improper cleaning and/or contamination control.

hazard: The contamination creates the possibility of a short.
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Defect.: Metalliza ,:ion peelin g from die surface (para. 6.6.2) .
Cause: A poor metallization adhesion possibly due to inadequate

alloying or sintering.

Hazard: Open circuits and/or creation of loose particles.
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Defect: Remaining portion of bond "pigtail" which is more than

3 wire diameters in length. (paza 6.8., 12) .
Cause: "Pigtail" not removed after ',;onding.
Hazard: Short and/or a potentionally loose par--.icle.
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Defect: Less than 2 wire diameters between adjacent wires

(para 6.8.1) .

Cause: Overlong wire and/or wire hit before lid sealing.

Hazard: Shorts.

k
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Appendix A

A TRAINING PROGRAM OUTLINE FOR GOVERNMENT INSPECTORS

INTRODUCTION

In compliance with that porticn of the RFP pertinent to

tni.s contract tha-. reads, in part, "A discussion of training of

inspectors for internal visual inspection shall be included in

the standard." the following Training Program Outline has been

constructed. It is understood that the "inspector" herein

referenced is the inspector provided by the government.

!

	

	 It is recommended that, wherever possible, the place of

training be separated from that location where the actual

inspection of parts is to be undertaken, such as in a semicon-

ductor manufacturing plant. It is important that the inspector

be given an unbiased and ob j Active - i.ew of the problems in;.erent

in int3grated circuit manufacturing.

2. TRAINING SCHEDULE

The following training schedule is proposed:

DAYS

2.1 A brief cour.3e in semicond>ctor processes

and fabrication techniques will be given. Topics

for discussion will include: 	 2

2.1.1 Nature and prop4.rties of a semiconductor

crustal.

2.1.2 Methods used to fabricate 11 -14 junctions.

2.1.3 The Planar process.

I	 2.1.4 Fabrication of mono and bi-polar transistors.

!	 2.1.5 Metallizatio, and bonding methods.

2.1.6 Written test on above material.

2.2 Instruction in -she Ilse of a microscope

and accessories.	 1

2.2.1 Low power microscopy (< 80X).

2.2.2 High power microscopy. 	 I

57.
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DAYS

2.2.3 Use of bright and dark field,

polarized light, phase contrast, and filters.

2.2.4 Photomicrography.

2.2.5 Filar eyepiece.

2.2.6 Test on microscopes and accessories.

2.3 Viewing instructions. 	 2

2.3.1 The significance of the various colors

seen when viewing an integrated circuit under

direct light.

2.3.2 Identification of circuit areas

(transistors, resistors, isolation regions,

buried layer--).

2.3.3 Identification of regions prone to

having workmanship defects.

2.4 Review of NASA STD XX-2. 	 5

2.4.1 Expla^ :ion of terms used.

2.4.2 Discussion of reject criteria.

2.4.3 Test.

2.4.4 Viewing of actual examples of reject

criteria as specified in the workmanship standard.

2.4.5 Test of actual units, both good and bad.
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